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Abstract
This bibliography summarizes the \TeX User Group \TeXniques series, special publications about the use of \TeX and METAFONT.

Title word cross-reference

Approximate [Gol88]. Art [Wit88].
Between [Far88]. Books [Kru88].
C [Lev87a]. Cap\TeX [Sch88]. Case [Jul88].
Commercial [Nes87]. Courses [C+88].
Databases [NS88]. Developing [McG87]. Development [Ren88]. Do [SK87].
Edit [vB88]. Editor [McP88, Mul88, vB88].
Experiences [Saa88].
Family [Bee87]. FAST\TeX [Mul88]. Finland [Saa88]. First [Sam83]. Formatting [Dye87]. Front [Mul88]. Front-End [Mul88].
IBM [Sim87]. Idx\TeX [Aur87].
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Reference [McP88]. Reports [McC88]. RT [Sim87].


Summary [BB88]. Syllabi [C+88]. System [Ren88].


VAX [McP88].

Way [Chi87]. We’ve [Chi87].

Yearbooks [Har88].
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